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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

Finally we made some typographic changes:

1) Page 2 ; we changed Mai J Chin A Paw into Mai J Chinapaw

2) Page 5 ; methods: we changed previously into elsewhere.

3) Page 6 ; Study sample: we changed unable into not able. Deleted ‘who are not able to’

4) Page 10 ; we changed:
   previously into elsewhere.
   12-monthsfollow-up into 12-months follow-up
   1 min into one minute
   3 min into three minutes
   S into seconds
   3 min into three minutes
   2 min into two minutes
   5 min into five minutes
   Rpm into rotations per minute
   Breathe into breath

5) Page 11 ; we changed
   VO\textsubscript{2} peak into VO\textsubscript{2 peak}
   s into seconds
   1 s into one second

6) Page 12 ; we changed VO2 peak into VO\textsubscript{2 peak}

7) Page 13 ; we changed ‘as compared to’ into and

If you have any questions, we will be happy to answer them.

Yours sincerely

K.I. Braam
E.M. van Dijk